RECORD PROCEEDING OF THE DRAW FOR SELECTION OF LPG DISTRIBUTORSHIP

Date of Draw: 14.06.2016
Place: Bareilly
Type of distributorship: Gramin
Name of Location: BURHANPUR AHATMALI Category: OPEN
Name of District: Moradabad Mkt Plan: 2016-17

1. Applicants who have qualified were informed about the draw vide letter dated 29.05.2017. Information about the draw was advertised in the newspaper Dainik Jagran and Amar Ujjala on 11.06.2017.
2. List of applicants qualified for draw is attached. (Appendix K3R).
3. 15 number of applicants who have qualified for the draw were present at the time of draw. List is attached. (Appendix N-2).
4. The two company officials nominated for conducting the draw are Sh Pawan Sareen, DGM(LPG-S) UPSO II and Sh Sanjay Khanna, DGM(LPG-S) BAO.
5. The paper token was picked by the invited guest SH. KISHORE KUMAR ARORA, P.LY (name and designation).
6. The other VIPs present were (name and designation).
7. A total of 70 (number) people were present for the draw.
8. Sh/Smt/Kum. ISRAR (name)Son/daughter/wife of M. S. JAFAR with application serial No. BAO/BUR/36 was declared as selected candidate.
9. Video recording carried out by M/s Nandini Communications, Bareilly.
10. Any other points.

We confirm that the draw was held as per the guidelines and the details stated above are correct.

Signature of Officer-I
(Sanjay Khanna)
DGM(LPG-S) BAO

Signature of Officer-II
(Pawan Sareen)
DGM(LPG-S) UPSO-II.